International
Case study

PRINCE2® is the world’s best known
project management method.
Developed by the British Government, it is most often associated
with large-scale public sector projects. More and more private sector
brands are crediting PRINCE2 with their project success, including
Orange, Rentokil Initial and Vokalink. PRINCE2 is also being used in the
manufacturing sector. This case study explores how a manufacturing
company in The Netherlands has deployed PRINCE2 to great effect.
VDL ETG, originally known as Philips Machine Factories, was
established over 100 years ago as a manufacturer of advanced
production lines. It has expanded to become a mechatronic system
manufacturing partner offering integrated solutions to Philips and
other partners globally.

The Chief Technical Officer (CTO) supported the use
of PRINCE2 and the Unit Managers supported project
standardization methods. Nonetheless it was a constant
challenge to get a flow manufacturing company to see the
importance of project management.

Acquired by the VDL Group in 2006, VDL ETG expanded its
business as a tier-one global contract manufacturing partner. Its
customers are leading high-tech Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) and users of advanced production lines in various markets:
semi-conductor capital equipment, thin film deposition equipment
for photovoltaic systems, analytical systems, medical equipment,
aerospace and defence and mechanisation projects.

In 2004 Brinker decided to use a standardized method
for project management and made a short list of possible
approaches including CMM and PRINCE2. PRINCE2 seemed
to fit better with a small production company

In order to continue to develop its global leadership, the organization
felt it was important to be associated with cutting-edge new
product design and not solely with assembly. Historically, VDL
ETG was viewed as a machining factory and machine shop, but
not a product development company. New business came from
expanding markets and customer portfolios but not from product
development.
Project Management was identified as being critical to the
successful development of new products and to facilitate cooperation with larger companies.

Project Management
The Design Team consists of approximately 125 employees,
split over 2 locations; a team in Almelo and another team in
Eindhoven. Rob Brinker, the Development Manager, based in
Almelo, is the head of the Almelo team.

“Prior to the adoption of PRINCE2, project procedures were
not standardized and time and budgets were even less
controlled. Following strict project management principles
helped greatly and especially where we had limited time and
budgets constrained,” Brinker said.
Project Management has become critical to the organization.
The R&D Department, for example, is now 100% project
management oriented.

Engineers in initial workshops

Selection of Orenda as
PRINCE2 Consultant
As “almost every business decision is personal” Orenda was
chosen to help with the implementation of PRINCE2 through
personal contact with Frank van Dam and networking at the
‘Engineering Platform in the east of the Netherlands’.
Orenda had wide-ranging experience of project management
in product development which perfectly suited VDL ETG’s
requirements. An excellent and flexible working relationship was
formed which resulted in the implementation of PRINCE2 in 2006.

Additionally, ISO certification, hitherto very complex and timeconsuming, has also become straightforward thanks to the use
of PRINCE2 and ‘Toolbox’. ISO compliance and certification can
be obtained/renewed without the need for extra resources, just
by constantly improving on project management processes.
‘Toolbox’ also helps with other internal and external audits
saving valuable management time by making project status and
deliverables transparent to all parties involved in the projects
There are additional benefits too. “Certifying all the R&D
employees in the PRINCE2 methodolgy also has marketing
benefits whereby the design and project management capabilities
of VDL ETG can be promoted to third parties,” he said.

Use of Accredited Consulting
Organization (ACO)
“We recommend utilising the services of an ACO to introduce
and implement the PRINCE2 methodology. VDL ETG is now
competent at running projects but wants to use an accredited
consultant again in the future to help us continue to improve our
project management capability up to the next level of maturity.
Progressing PRINCE2 will foster the development of projects
requiring specialized handling - for example, projects involving
third party partners where 3 or more companies are involved.”

Implementation and Benefits
It was the original intention and vision to implement the PRINCE2
methodology company-wide. However after carrying out gap
analysis, implementing improvements, providing training and
enjoying success with a few pilot projects it was decided to only
roll-out at the R&D Department and not the entire VDL ETG
organisation.

Rob Brinker

Brinker explained, “This was a classic case of the culture
of a ‘flow’ organization, which emphasizes the running of a
business like an assembly-line, clashing with the PRINCE2
methodology and culture which strives to change the business
not merely through the launch of new products but also
through the use of new or improved manufacturing processes.”

Frank van Dam

The initial implementation of PRINCE2 saw 20 people receive
training. Today everyone who works in R&D is PRINCE2 trained.
The organization also implemented Fortes Solutions’ ‘Principal
Toolbox’ a piece of PRINCE2 software which guides the
organization through the steps and processes that project teams
need to take. The software is centred around projects, and
features all the necessary planning and reporting capabilities.
It means that everyone in the department can ensure that
PRINCE2 is part of their daily work ritual.

Benefits to VDL ETG
“As a result of PRINCE2 implementation VDL ETG has become
more product oriented and less activity-driven. PRINCE2 ensures
the focus is on product planning and development rather than on
the hours of work and activities involved,” Brinker said.
PRINCE2 is an essential tool in flow organizations like VDL
ETG to help them understand project management roles in an
organisation geared towards lean flow production.
“This product focus and standardized approach makes for more
to-the-point discussion. Far less management time is wasted
on lengthy and irrelevant dialogue. There is hardly any need for
supplementary meetings about budgets because budgets are
kept under control by the PRINCE2,” he said.

Advice to other manufacturing
companies
VDL ETG’s advice to other manufacturing companies is that firstly,
they standardize their project management method. This makes
it easier to distinguish between challenges which are very difficult
to solve and those which can easily be solved using an efficient
manufacturing flow organisation
Brinker advises on implementing PRINCE2 but warns that
organizations should avoid focussing on early organization-wide
buy-in.
“Preaching about the benefits of the method is far less effective
than proving it based on results and hard facts,” he said.
Contract manufacturers work to low margins, typically 5-10%,
so budget control is paramount and there is little room for internal
business case justification. Other aspects need to be taken into
account - for example, the customer’s business case. Their
business case should be used to work out possible areas of
compromise and not just cost.
Data management is essential to reduce mistakes and keep
costs down. Toolbox is a very useful tool but one which requires
discipline from all project managers and engineers to keep the
product, timings, costs and data measurement up-to-date. It can
also be used for finished documents to prevent managers having
to read the same documents time and time again.
To help control technical issues focus must remain on the project
and the improvement of the processes.

Conclusion
Manufacturing companies are often flow or process-driven, while
R&D/development is often project oriented. The two don’t match, and
often don’t agree. PRINCE2, and especially its focus on product-based
planning, helps both parts of the organization focus on the deliverables.
With PRINCE2 the organization is able to come to an understanding much
quicker, and there are fewer mis-understandings. The focus on products
is also a great help in controlling costs.
Thanks to PRINCE2, VDL ETG can now negotiate contracts based
on its customers’ business case rather than on cost. For VDL ETG,
its largest competitors are also its customers. So if it was tendering
contracts based on cost alone, it would always lose.
Understanding the customers’ business case has
enabled VDL ETG to win new business because
customers want to outsource both the development
work and the later production of products.

About Van Dam Orenda
Van Dam Orenda is one of the foremost Dutch consulting firms
in product development. It is recognized for working at the
cutting edge of management thought on product (and service)
development, with practical methods and distinguished
professionals. Van Dam Orenda helps create more value from
product development. Since most development work is done
through projects, Van Dam Orenda is an Accredited Consulting
Organization for PRINCE2. Van Dam Orenda is a networked
firm: it relies on a small staff and a strong network of cooperating (specialized) consultants.
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Orenda is a native Canadian “good travelling” spirit, it helps
you along with a strong, warm wind in the back. Van Dam
Orenda supports its clients the same way: we don’t write
reports but guide and coach our clients through their (joint)
development processes, integrating top-of-the-bill methods
into their own processes in a natural way.
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Oppidum has integrated Orenda’s project
management consulting activities. Oppidum
are a well-known and well-regarded
consulting firm in Holland. Oppidum provides
stronger and broader base for the

Development of maturity concepts,
performance comparison and
implementation. See:
http://www.oppidum.nl/advies

